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KVING IINSTITUTE, under me management of the Rev.

Edward B. Church and wife, has been well known for manj- years

past as a thorough training-school and refined Christian home for

J} |l young ladies. It is situated at the corner of Valencia and Hill

cC^ streets, San Francisco, in a portion of the city highly esteemed

for its climate and healthfuhiess. It has alwaj-s maintained a high

standard of scholarship, and in consequence has enjoyed a continuous and
steadily increasing prosperity. While, by means of the Valencia street

cable-cars, it is within a few minutes' ride of the heart of the city, it is

yet only five minutes' walk to the hills, where the full benefits of the

country can daily be enjoyed.

The buildings are commodious and sunnj-, and equal in convenience,

elegance, and comfort to those of any other institution on the Pacific

Coast. The schoolrooms, reception rooms, music and art rooms are all

well adapted for their uses, while the Assembly hall, twentj-eight b\-

sixtj'-three feet in dimensions, gives fine opportunity for indoor exercises,

gymnastics and dancing, and is well adapted for rhetorical exercises,

niusicales and lectures. The library is supplied with over one thousand

choice volumes; and the reading-room, with the leading periodicals, is

bright and cheery, and opens into the plant conservatory.

The regular course of study includes all the usual preparatory' subjects

taught according to the most approved methods, with such of the higher or

collegiate studies as may be necessary for an intelligent understanding of

the best current literature on philosophical and scientific subjects. The
modern languages are taught bj- the natural method, conversationally

and practicallj', giving ease and freedom in the use of the foreign tongue.

The monthly niusicales, rhetorical recitals and home receptions enable the

young ladies to put in practice the systematic instruction given by the lady

principal in manners and social usages, and to acquire that ease and grace

of bearing which is so essential to a lady.

The young ladies, at the request of parents, are taken to concerts

and lectures, and to hear the most noted singers and actors in opera

and the standard drama. They also have access to the libraries, cabinets

and art collections of San Francisco. The Institute has a cabinet of

minerals and geological specimens, chemical and philosophical apparatus,

a compound microscope and an astronomical telescope, and photographs

of the best specimens of European architecture, sculpture and painting.

The classes in drawing and painting are conducted on the principles of

the best European art schools, by teachers thoroughly qualified, and under

the oversight of the lady principal, who spent some time in Europe in

special study of the fine arts and art methods.

The discipline ot the school, without being harsh or severe, is all that

the most careful parent could wish. Truthfulness, econonij' and right

habits of thought and action are inculcated and encouraged. The pupils

express their thoughts and wishes freely to principals and teachers, as to

friends who have their best interest at heart, and response is given ac-

cordingly. This cordial frankness and mutual sympathy is a marked
characteristic of the school, and is the surest foundation of a happy
school-life and a true culture.
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